Located in the geographic centre of Victoria, 90 minutes from Melbourne, the City of Greater Bendigo is one of Victoria’s largest and fastest growing regional municipalities with a population of almost 100,000 people. Impressive Victorian buildings still line its wide streets, harking back to one of the world’s most exciting gold rushes. Bendigo today is an emerging fusion of modern and heritage cultures, a place where a bustling tourism industry coexists with thriving local businesses.

The new Bendigo Police Station is located on a prominent corner site on the eastern side of Bendigo in Golden Square. The site is on the main road into the city, set among car yards, food outlets and barbecue sales rooms, but with little of the historical context normally associated with Bendigo. The client’s brief required an institutional building that responded to the wider regional context and was simultaneously visually assertive in the public realm.

The new facility (the largest stand-alone police station in Victoria) accommodates an amalgamation of operational police groups historically dispersed throughout Bendigo from four different locations; the masterplan is primarily defined by the particular operational requirements of these police users. The building provides high quality muster areas and offices for the various police divisions, associated ancillary spaces, prisoner holding and interview rooms and a clearly defined, accessible public entry foyer. A large internal common atrium provides floor plan relief and natural light while assisting with orientation for building users. The atrium is also a meeting place for casual operational exchange or an ‘indoor cricket pitch’.

The corner building powerfully addresses the two primary street elevations (north and west) with the most prominent feature of the building being the visually distinguished, inclined glass ‘double façades’. The steel-framed, sculptural, glass double façades are an environmental device designed to reduce energy consumption by seasonally shading the western and northern inner façades of the building to create a controllable thermal buffer zone where windows can be opened to access cleaner, cooler or warmer air (depending on the season) without the potential traffic noise and security issues. This zone is also planted with climbers supported on vertical wires to create a terrarium effect within the depth of the façade. Relief air is supplied from the main atrium via the office spaces or from low-level vents in the façade. These ‘double façades’ support the dichotomy of a modern police force requiring 24-hour operational security and street surveillance while simultaneously presenting an accessible and transparent public image.

The building is highly automated and integrated with manual overrides, for example when windows are open the air-conditioning system shuts down and other building components respond accordingly. Automated windows, lighting controls, blinds, ceiling fans, façade venting and other mechanical systems are all controlled by the building management systems. Rainwater is collected for landscape irrigation and car washing.

The building is predominantly a lightweight construction of steel, glass and prefinished cement sheet with precast concrete panels forming approximately 50 percent of the façade. Acknowledgment is given to the historical owners of the land, the Djadjawurrung people and reference is made to their culture with plantings, storyboards and integrated artwork.
01. Speaking with authority – the site for the Bendigo station is located on a prominent corner on the main road into the city. The station’s location outside the historical context of the city proper has allowed for a visually assertive form.

02. FMSA have invested the Bendigo Police Station with something often lacking in the contemporary institutional building – personality.

03. The glass double façade allows for the expression of a strong formal language, but also acts as a thermal buffer zone, providing seasonal shading and improving natural ventilation and passive climate control.

04. Precast concrete panels form approximately 50 percent of the façade.

**bendigo police station**

Take the Calder Highway out of Melbourne until you are in Bendigo, and on your right opposite a servo and former Chinese restaurant is a new, sharp and prominent cop shop. Ask a local – they know where the new police station is and what it looks like. Many suburban and regional institutions have for too long been losing their presence from the streets. Post offices, banks and municipal stations have often left their original (older) building and moved in to something far more generic and inconspicuous – a strange desire to suppress the nature of the public institution and rely on what the market throws up. The Bendigo Police Station, along with several other new police stations from the last few years, goes against that trend. Using a contemporary architectural language and an ethical emphasis on sustainability, it has become an important and well-resourced facility and headquarters for the local force. It does this without attempting to become an icon.

Sustainability is a wonderfully large area of contemporary concern. It has become both a buzzword on one level, and a moral direction on the other. This new facility locates a range of sustainable design initiatives, but also makes the fundamental, socially sustainable step of being a decent building – a real budget, an appropriate contemporary language and good site. All these things should help the building endure over time; nothing is more sustainable than not knocking buildings down.

On a more direct level, architects FMSA have integrated several ESD systems into the building. A double skin system
for the main street façades acts as a thermal buffer, but also allows the ‘pointy’ expression of the building’s form on the corner, and the giant glazed raking wave along the street. This corner is the key end of the building, a sort of urban diamond. The wall behind is concrete with operable windows ventilation into the void space. Glass, often used to suggest a transparency, is more intelligently employed to create the form, with a conventional vertical wall behind.

The glass’s solidity is embraced, and it offers a view into the buffer – a space of a sustainable system rather than of occupation. Glass avoids a compound mortality, a reassuring gesture in a world where high security buildings are often foreboding.

The most visible sustainable features are the water storage tanks (used for grey water) located at the front of the building along the main footpath. This is assumedly a deliberate step, apparent sustainability. The use of slightly awkward landscape screen elements, however, seems to confuse this strategy. The public entry of the station is along the highway, from a triangular forecourt created by the buffer – a space of a sustainable system rather than of occupation. Glass avoids a compound mortality, a reassuring gesture in a world where high security buildings are often foreboding.

Beyond the public areas, the building’s key central atrium cuts the building into halves, and gives vertical and linear circulation. This long atrium is a winner – getting light into the centre of the building, celebrating the key circulation and giving a series of frontages to what feels like a small street without descending into the cliché of ‘lanes’. It is a light, generously pleasant space to be in and a well-handled architecturally. A series of workshops and offices have front doors and windows onto this linear space, almost like shops. Striking yellow perforated panels run the length of the walls narrowing and expanding in a perspectival manner.

The primary wall finish is precast concrete, giving a solidity and robustness that helps the ‘street’ reading. The atrium is a double-height space with clerestory windows that gives this spine a presence from the outside, and is integral to the building-wide air management system, which relies on traditional air-conditioning and natural ventilation when appropriate. This spine reaches the western façade with a two-level glazed wall with a series of cranked vertical fins screening western sunlight. These painted steel blades act as a moment of intensity and centre point along this edge. Beyond the double-height ‘street’ a series of more generic corridors branch out to give access to the various types of rooms, mostly office spaces, but also a gym, changing rooms and sleeping quarters. These interiors tend to be more generic – plenty of blue carpet and acoustic ceiling tiles. The principal indoor space on the first floor is

The principal indoor space on the first floor is a double-height space with clerestory windows that gives this spine a presence from the outside, and is integral to the building-wide air management system, which relies on traditional air-conditioning and natural ventilation when appropriate. This spine reaches the western façade with a two-level glazed wall with a series of cranked vertical fins screening western sunlight. These painted steel blades act as a moment of intensity and centre point along this edge. Beyond the double-height ‘street’ a series of more generic corridors branch out to give access to the various types of rooms, mostly office spaces, but also a gym, changing rooms and sleeping quarters. These interiors tend to be more generic – plenty of blue carpet and acoustic ceiling tiles. The principal indoor space on the first floor is
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